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ABOUT
Blue Weaver began trading in 2001 and is today a leading
independent distributor of local and international specialist
titles in South Africa.
Three of the key reasons for Blue Weaver’s success include the
following:
The provision of a direct marketing, sales and distribution
infrastructure in South Africa for publishers and authors,
allowing them to compete effectively in the marketplace
An understanding of and tenacity to meet the requirements of
an ever-changing publishing and book sales industry
A dedicated and experienced staff who strive to exceed the
expectations of our publishers, authors, and customers
The company promotes and sells to academic institutions,
bookshops, libraries, library suppliers and specialist retailers
throughout South Africa.
Blue Weaver works in partnership with Books ite Afrika who
manages the warehousing, invoicing, dispatch and debt
collection of the majority of our titles. Booksite Afrika’s
relationship with its publishing associates is based on a strong
partnership principle that plays an active role in managing th e
business together.
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Academic and Scholarly:
Kirsten McArthur
sales@blueweaver.co.za

General and Trade:
Muneebah Osman

CONTACT
Head Office:
Cape Town
PO Box 30370
Tokai, Cape Town
7966
South Africa

orders@blueweaver.co.za
Telephone: +27 (0) 21 701-4477
Facsimile: +27 (0) 21 701-7302

Product Information and
Sales:
Michelle Meyer
info@blueweaver.co.za

Physical Address:
Unit A
Victory Park
Lakeshore Road
Capricorn Business Park
Muizenberg
7945

Social Media, Online
Marketing and Books Direct:
Juanie Willemse
marketing@blueweaver.co.za
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GARDENING
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A Reason for Roses
Author: Nancy Gardiner

ISBN: 9781919992396
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: June 2006
RRP: R75
Published by: Metz Press
Description:
Roses have been the world’s favourite flower for centuries and proved themselves to be
willing to grow in gardens everywhere, from the misty midlands to the desert, from the
coast to the mountains. Nancy Gardiner found all the beautiful rose gardens in the
country, photographing and writing about them. This book is a visual celebration of these
gardens and the eternal beauty of the rose. Presenting roses in their various forms, from
charming miniatures to tall hybrid teas and rampant ramblers, some making pretty
groundcovers, others covering walls or thriving in pots, and including three original rosegarden design, it will be a joy and inspiration rose lovers everywhere.
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Affordable Gardening
Author: Nancy Gardiner

ISBN: 9781919992099
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: June 2005
RRP: R59
Published by: Metz Press
Description:
This book contains a wealth of time- and money-saving tips to help you create a beautiful
and functional garden.
It includes an extensive list of waterwise plants, a host of suggestions for recycling, and
detailed information on propagation so that you can fill your garden with plants you have
grown from scratch – not only inexpensive or even completely free, but also most
rewarding. Also read about nature’s own defences and saving money on cut flowers by
including flowers for the vase in your garden.

This title is available in Afrikaans
Titel: Bekostigbare Tuinmaak
ISBN: 9781919992105
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Anyone Can Grow Vegetables
Sub title: Simple

steps to creating an organic

edible garden
Author: Diana Anthony

ISBN: 9781928201113
Extent: 152 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 246 x 189 mm
SA Rel date: June 2014
RRP: R95
Published by: Metz Press
Description:
This practical, well-illustrated guide contains everything you need to know to grow your
own food.
By holding true to some well-tested design principles you need neither a large piece of
land nor a huge budget to create your own edible paradise. The book includes information
on: garden basics, edible garden design, and sample plans, companion planting, crop
rotation, extreme climates, containers, A to Z of vegetables, herbs for cooks and organic
garden management.
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Creative Combinations
Sub title: In

today’s gardens

Author: Suzette Stephenson, Louise Van Rooyen

ISBN: 9781928201281
Extent: 144 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: January 2015
RRP: R95
Published by: Metz Press
Description:
A garden is in essence a combination of shapes, textures, colours and growth forms – the
ultimate combination of combinations. Learn to combine mutually supportive plants that
create their own harmony. Bring together selected plants and garden elements to create a
more beautiful and more powerful visual presentation than what could be done by using
any of the elements individually. What you can imagine, you can combine.
More than 230 magnificent photographs will charm and inspire you and the information
will show you how to use combinations skilfully and wisely.

This title is available in Afrikaans
Titel: Kreatiwe Kombinasies
ISBN: 9781928201298
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Creative Container Gardening
Sub title: A

practical and inspirational guide
to container gardening
Author: Nancy Gardiner

ISBN: 9781875001255
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: April 2001
RRP: R59
Published by: Metz Press
Description:
Expert advice on the best use of container plants to enhance your garden and patio, to
achieve dramatic and colourful results in small spaces, or, in larger gardens, to create
focal points which link different parts of the garden. Practical suggestions on how
containers can be used to solve problems in the garden, and hundreds of ideas for
striking and unusual plant combinations. The informative text is enhanced by magnificent
and inspirational photographs taken in gardens throughout the country. Includes plant
discussions, plant care and maintenance.
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Easy Gardening
Sub title: A

practical and inspirational guide

Author: Nancy Gardiner
ISBN: 9781875001675
Extent: 176 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: June 2015
RRP: R95
Published by: Metz Press
Description:
The book offers information on everything you need to know about gardening.
Gardening is a joy, not a chore. This gloriously beautiful book strikes exactly the right
balance between inspiration – with lavish colour photographs of real home gardens – and
practical, tried-and-trusted garden advice presented in the most accessible way. It’s all
wrapped up in a handy-sized book designed to guide you along the easiest path to the
right garden design, healthy plants, and economy of time, money and water.
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Gardening in Small Spaces
Author: Nancy Gardiner

ISBN: 9781875001927
Extent: 160 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: July 2005
RRP: R75
Published by: Metz Press
Description:
The ideal reference for anyone faced with a small garden. Lavishly illustrated and offering
original plans for several small gardens, as well as an extensive plant directory, it will be
an inspiration to all gardening enthusiasts. Whether you want a profusion of flowers, a
low-maintenance garden, a space where children can play, or a versatile leisure area,
careful planning and preparation are essential to use what little space you have in the
best possible way. The wealth of information and helpful hints and practical advice in this
book, will give you a head start.

This title is available in Afrikaans
Titel: Wenke vir die Klein Tuin
ISBN: 9781875001934
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Projects for your Garden
Author: Bird & Carter

ISBN: 9781919992372
Extent: 272 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 218 mm
SA Rel date: August 2007
RRP: R95
Published by: Metz Press
Description:
A host of innovative ideas for creating eye-catching garden features – from a honeysuckle
porch to an eye-catching slate water feature – that make the most of your available
gardening space. In this book you will find 56 superbly illustrated step-by-step projects
with easy-to-follow instructions, specially devised by two inspired gardeners, plus a
comprehensive reference section with plenty of practical tips and wise advice on basic
gardening techniques.
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Take Root and Grow
Sub title: A

Growing Gardening Guide

Author: Susan Torrance

ISBN: 9780639828305
Extent: 257 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 210 x 148 mm
SA Rel date: October 2019
RRP: R395
Published by: AvoPomme
Description:
•

Useful, hands-on information for daily gardening

•

Basic and logical layout for easy reference

•

Facts and top tips to assist with growing gardening knowledge

•

Additional journal pages for readers to add their own experiences

Gardening allows you to know where your food comes from – and that is empowering!
Not growing your own food is leaving one of the most important and basic aspects of
human life to someone else
For me, healthy soil = healthy plants = healthy people. Our health and wellbeing are the
result of all the choices we make. We definitely are what we eat – and grow
With this book, I hope that gardening may feed and sweeten your soul, and gladden your
heart, as it does for me every day of my life
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The Container Gardener
Sub title: Inspirational

ideas for pots and plants
to transform any garden
Author: Frances Tophill

ISBN: 9781928376316
Extent: 160 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 240 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: August 2017
RRP: R150
Published by: Metz Press
Description:
With over 40 projects to make your own creative containers, let Frances Tophill show you
how to use often overlooked pots to their full potential and transform your garden –
whether you’ve only got a modest balcony, small square of patio or just a windowsill.
Frances covers a range of different planting schemes and types of container, from urns
and troughs to chimney stacks and hanging baskets. She delivers expert advice on what
to grow and shows you how to make a living wall, a pond in a metal trough or even your
own bespoke containers. With Frances’s creative ideas, you can transform any garden.

This title is available in Afrikaans
Titel: Tuinmaak in Houers
ISBN: 9781928376323
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A-Z of Embroidered Flowers
Author: Country Bumpkin

ISBN: 9781782211686
Extent: 132 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 228 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: December 2016
RRP: R325
Published by: Search Press
Description:
A delightful guide to recreating an alphabet of blooms, from Alyssum to Zinnia, through
the intricate medium of embroidery. Garden enthusiasts and embroidery lovers alike will
enjoy poring over this handy guide for inspiration on how to replicate their favourite floral
bouquets using needle, thread and plenty of creativity. Part of the prolific Search Press
Classics A-Z of Needlecraft series.
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Crocheted Flowers to Wear
Sub title: Twenty

to Crochet

Author: Anna Nikipirowics

ISBN: 9781782214335
Extent: 48 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 215 x 155 mm
SA Rel date: October 2017
RRP: R139
Published by: Search Press
Description:
20 gorgeous, quick and easy flower designs to crochet and wear in different ways
This lovely book provides 20 contemporary, stylish designs for crocheted corsages large,
eye-catching floral designs that can be worn in different ways: as a brooch, buttonhole, on
your wrist, shoes, bag or belt, for example. The flowers are made in a variety of sizes and
styles, with different types of flower, all worked in various colours, yarns and crochet
stitches. Some feature added embellishments such as buttons and beads.
Some of the flowers are based on real ones, such as the pansy, lily and hydrangea, while
others, such as spectrum, roux and rainbow are fantasy flowers designed by Anna. There
is more variety in that some of the flowers are quite flat, while others are distinctly 3-D,
giving them added appeal. The patterns are easy to follow and there is a beautiful
photograph of each one, suggesting ways of wearing them.
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Flowers in Watercolour
Sub title: Ready

to Paint in 30 Minutes

Author: Ann Mortimer

ISBN: 9781782215196
Extent: 96 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: August 2017
RRP: R285
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Learn to paint watercolour flowers in 35 easy-to-follow 30-minute exercises.
This complete beginners guide to painting flowers in watercolour is ideal if you want to
learn to paint but are short on time. Each of the 35 quick and easy exercises takes no
more than 30 minutes to complete, and will teach you how to paint flowers of different
shapes, colours and families lilies, orchids and hellebores amongst others or learn a key
technique such as masking out, working wet in wet and colour-mixing. The exercises are
all worked at postcard size ideal for a 6 x 4in (A6) watercolour pad, and tracings are
included for each study. The book is broken down into five chapters that focus,
respectively, on working with watercolour, watercolour techniques, colour and tone, form
and detail, and finally flowers in context. The final section of the book contains three
complete paintings that demonstrate how to combine all the techniques and elements of
painting flowers, as learned from the preceding chapters. These paintings, too, are
accompanied by actual-size tracings.
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Hand-stitched Landscapes and
Flowers
Sub title: 10

charming embroidery projects with templates

Author: Katrina Witten

ISBN: 9781782214519
Extent: 144 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: April 2019
RRP: R415
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Create beautiful landscapes and flowers using hand-stitching and layered organza.
Hand-stitched Landscapes and Flowers is a beautiful exploration of the potential of
embroidery in depicting the natural world.
Katrina Witten, who is a regular on crafts channel Hochanda, uses no more than six
simple stitches for each embroidery, plus delicate embellishments and an array of
techniques and fabrics to portray pastoral scenes of fields, flowers and creatures with
eye-catching three-dimensional effects.
There are ten detailed projects to try, depicting, among others, a hedgerow, a bluebellemblazoned woodland, sunflowers, a poppy field and a summer scene of buddleia,
butterflies and bees.
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How to Paint Flowers & Plants
Sub title: In

Watercolour

Author: Janet Whittle

ISBN: 9781782214182
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 292 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: July 2017
RRP: R299
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Janet Whittle's watercolour paintings, characterised by their vibrant use of colour and
imaginative compositions, are brilliantly showcased in this glorious book, which includes
clear step-by-step explanations of all her techniques and numerous examples of her work.
A complete guide to painting flowers and plants in watercolour, by a bestselling author
and experienced, inspirational artist.
Janet Whittle's vibrant and evocative compositions capture all the glory and beauty of
flowers. In this beautiful book, you can learn Janet's creative techniques and approach for
capturing the beauty of flowers in her paintings. Detailed sections on materials, drawing,
composition and techniques are followed by clear, step-by-step projects, and with
numerous examples of Janet's gorgeous artwork to inspire you, this is a unique and
invaluable resource for anyone who enjoys painting flowers, or wishes to learn how to.
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Knitted Flowers
Sub title: Twenty

to Knit

Author: Susie Johns

ISBN: 9781844484935
Extent: 48 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 215 x 155 mm
SA Rel date: October 2019
RRP: R140
Published by: Search Press
Description:
20 beautiful flowers that knitters and flower lovers will love to make.
Knitters and textile artists alike will love knitting this beautiful selection of flowers. Using
simple, easy-to-follow instructions, flower lovers everywhere will find their favourite here,
where you can create a rose, cherry blossom, poppy, daisy, clematis, tulip, peace lily and
more.
Susie's inspired choice of wools and novelty yarns make these wonderful projects for
anyone interested in contemporary knitting design.
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Redouté’s Finest Flowers in
Embroidery
Author: Trish Burr

ISBN: 9781863512930
Extent: 96 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 210 x 407 mm
SA Rel date: May 2002
RRP: R455
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Redouté's Finest Flowers in Embroidery brings to life in surface embroidery the timeless,
original flower paintings by the famous French artist, Pierre Joseph Redouté. The style of
embroidery is unique in it's use of certain aspects of traditional and modern surface
techniques, together with raised and padded areas and small amounts of stumpwork, to
create a realistic 3D effect, which lends itself perfectly to the formation of flower studies.
The main aim of this book is to provide the user with the simplest means to achieving the
most professional finish, and to this end detailed step-by-step instructions, diagrams and
coloured photographs accompany each of the 18 projects, making them suitable for both
beginners and advanced stitchers alike.
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Watercolour Flowers
Sub title: Take

Three Colours

Author: Julie King

ISBN: 9781782215288
Extent: 64 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 292 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: August 2017
RRP: R240
Published by: Search Press
Description:
With 3 colours, 3 brushes and this practical advice, you can start painting beautiful
watercolour flowers.
Tempted to start painting but not sure where to start? Learn how to paint beautiful
watercolour flowers using just 3 colours, 3 brushes, a plastic palette and a watercolour
pad.
This book will build your skills through easy exercises, starting from the simplest of tulips
and working up to a stunning rose. Clear advice and step-by-step photography will show
you exactly what to do at each stage. No drawing necessary you can simply trace and
transfer the basic drawings from the finished paintings, which are shown at full size.
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The Art of Embroidered Flowers
Author: Gilda Baron

ISBN: 9781782215226
Extent: 80 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 204 mm
SA Rel date: July 2017
RRP: R325
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Gilda Barons popular guide to creating art with textiles and embroidery, now in a new and
modernised Search Press Classic edition.
Explore nature through a combination of textiles and embroidery in this new, modernised
edition of Gilda Barons inspirational, innovative step-by-step work.
Using painted and dyed backgrounds, and hand and machine embroidery, this guide
presents a wonderful variety of three-dimensional landscape and flower embroideries. A
number of techniques are employed when applying colour to the fabric including batik,
salt discharge and brushing dye into a wet surface. Beautiful pictures are then stitched
and built up over the background in easy stages. The feeling of perspective is enhanced
by the clever use of scale and colour, and all the techniques are explained clearly and
demonstrated in a series of stunning projects. This original book is packed with practical
advice and information, and anyone interested in pattern, texture and colour will discover
a wealth of inspiration when they work through the projects. These highly individual
designs will encourage beginners and more experienced embroiderers to create their own
embroidered flower designs.
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Trace & Paint Flowers
Author: Wendy Jelbert, Wendy Tait, Michael Lakin,
Fiona Peart

ISBN: 9781844487271
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 292 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: May 2012
RRP: R250
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Four renowned flower artists show how to paint beautiful paintings in watercolour and
acrylics, and there are free pull-out outlines so that you can bypass the drawing stage.
Wendy Tait uses transparent watercolour washes and luminous, glowing colours; Fiona
Peart allows vibrant washes to run into each other in a spontaneous yet controlled way;
Michael Lakin paints beautiful, detailed botanical studies; and Wendy Jelbert uses acrylics
to paint lovely, varied flower studies. Learn to paint tulips, irises, poppies, sunflowers,
roses and much more.
Based on the following books published by Search Press:
Ready to Paint: Watercolour Flowers by Wendy Tait
Ready to Paint: Flowers in Acrylics by Wendy Jelbert
Ready to Paint: Botanical Flowers by Michael Lakin
Ready to Paint: Vibrant Flowers in Watercolour by Fiona Peart
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